In thunderstorm weather, lightning induction appears on the surface of ground objects, and then the positive glow corona is initiated, which influences the selection of lighting targets by lighting leader. So, it has great research value for lightning protection of AC/DC transmission lines. Here, a two-dimensional model of positive glow corona is established in COMSOL Multiphysics. From the simulation results of its development progress, corona current, ion distribution, and migration are revealed. The positive ions are in a round symmetric distribution at the initial stage of migration, but when the ions move farther away, ions become an elongated oval distribution. Also, most of the ions move to the thundercloud in the end. The positive ions accumulate above the transmission line and form a positive background, which has confinement and attenuation to electronic beam. Therefore, the probability of the electron avalanche converted into flowing is reduced. Meanwhile, the positive background promotes the compound of ions and electrons. As a result, the initiation of upward leader is suppressed and so the selection of lighting targets by lighting leader is influenced.
Introduction
Discharge from thundercloud to the ground is a large air gap discharge in nature -with the accumulation of negative charges in the thundercloud, the induced electric field produced over the ground will increase slowly. In the process of background electric field over the ground increasing, positive discharge from corona on the surface of objects can take place. The positive glow corona makes the corona change into streamer, resulting in that upward leader is produced from the surface of objects, which will affect the selection of lightning target of downward leader by drawing on downward leader produced from the thundercloud. So, it has great research value for lightning protection of AC/DC transmission lines.
This glow corona is firstly discovered by Uhlig in 1956. In a DC breakdown experiment with thread-plate electrode, he found out that the appearance of glow corona changes distributions of electric field and potential over the surface of electrode and inhibits the occurrence of streamer which cannot go through the air gap easily; therefore, breakdown voltage is improved. He named this corona 'ultra-corona'. Hereafter, many experts and scholars began to focus on theoretical and model study of combining flow corona with protection against lightning. Aleksandrov et al. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] and others have a detailed analysis and study on glow corona in the perspective of building protection against lightning over the years; in their study, a quasi-one-dimensional (1D) model of glow corona on a lightning rod with a spherical or semispherical top is studied in a numerical simulation to analyse the characteristics of glow corona and its influence on streamer and start of upward leader. However, the model is quite simple and its development is limited, so this model is not so exact, but the practical application of glow corona in protection against lightning has been affirmed. Rizk, a famous expert in anti-lightning, has proposed a method of accelerating the production and steady development of glow corona by enwinding stainless steel fibre thread over the surface of grounding objects and designed a lightning protection system which is applied to the practical lightning protection of a tower over a river.
In the practical application of glow corona, overhead transmission lines are subjected to trip fault by lightning stroke, so a security operation of power grid is seriously threatened. If glow corona can be applied to the lightning protection of electric transmission lines, the probability of lightning stroke over a large range can be reduced to improve the protection performance since the transmission line runs thousands of miles. That is why some scholars have tried to apply glow corona to electric transmission lines.
As a grounding electrode, the ground wire (lightning conductor) conforms to the starting conditions of glow corona affected by electric field of thundercloud. According to the mechanism of glow corona influencing the distributions of electric field and potential in surrounding space, Rizk [7] has put forward a method of inhibiting the start and development of upward leader on the surface of surrounding transmission conductor with the positive glow corona from the surface of ground wire, so the transmission conductor can be protected from lightning stroke by reducing the probability. Since ground wire is quite different from the lightning conductor in structure parameters, Rizk has established another 1D model of glow corona starting from ground wire by taking reference of quasi-1D model [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] established by Aleksandrov et al. to analyse the inhibitory effect of glow corona on upward leader. This model can reflect how glow corona develops and its features to some extent, but it has great limitation since lots of approximate treatment has been done. For the glow corona starting from the surface of ground wire, the transfer of ions flux from the surface of ground wire is in radical symmetry and so is the electric field because the ground wire is a cylindrical electrode, when the 1D model is applicable. However, with the ion far away from the ground wire and the background electric field from the electric field of thundercloud perpendicular to the ground, positive ions move to the thundercloud and it is not in the radical symmetric distribution any more, when the model is not applicable and the ion migration can be simulated and analysed only in a 2D model.
Considering the application prospect of glow corona in lightning protection of AC/DC transmission lines, to study and analyse the glow is of great importance. In recent years, some limitations and bottleneck problems in the study can be easily broken and solved with the development of computer simulation technology and numerical algorithm. Based on existing study results, the positive glow corona starting from surface of long ground wire and affected by electric field of thundercloud is studied in this paper. An exact 2D model is proposed and the development law and characteristics of glow corona is analysed through COMSOL Multiphysics modelling and simulating.
Simulation model of positive glow corona

Basic parameters setting
With the effect of electric field of thundercloud E 0 , suppose that positive glow corona starts from the long ground wire erected horizontally, that the terrain clearance is h, that the radius is r 0 , E 0 is an uniform electric field and that the electric field direction is upward perpendicular to the ground. In a thundercloud activity, E 0 goes up uniformly in a duration of time τ (dozens of seconds) to E 0max , when lightning flashover happens and E 0max drops rapidly. It is generally believed that the expression of E 0 approximates a linear function when the electric field increases. According to observation and measurement results of the electric field [8] , E 0 increases in a period of time τ evenly and remains unchanged in a short period of time until the lightning flashover happens. Thus, the ultimate expression of E 0 in this paper is
With the gradual increase in E 0 , E(r 0 ) -surface electric field of ground wire -will go up correspondingly. When E(r 0 ) reaches to initial critical field strength of corona E i at t i , the glow corona will begin to bloom and develop. According to the well-known Peek formula [9] , the initial critical value of corona is
With constant changes of E 0 , after bloom happens, positive space ions will begin to be injected from the ion film on the surface of ground wire to the gap between thundercloud and ground and the ion cloud formed will migrate to the thundercloud. If the ground wire is used as z-axis and a plane is set up perpendicular to the ground wire, x-axis and y-axis are in the horizontal and vertical directions. The migration direction of ions and its induced electric field only have x component and y component since E 0 is upward; therefore, a 2D model can correctly describe the physical process of glow corona.
Governing equation and geometric model
The nature of discharge from air is the result of charged particles colliding with fundamental particles such as neutral air molecules and molecular clusters. In the existing model of glow corona [1] , it can be regarded that there is only one particle in the discharge from glow corona: positive ions, and its adhesion and collision are not taken into consideration.
For an exact simulation of discharge from glow corona, reactions between positive ion n + , aerosol ions, and aerosol neutrals, N a , are considered in this model and equation of continuity and Poisson's equation are established, which is shown by the below equations
μ n+ and μ N+ are the migration rates of n + and N + , k nN adhesion coefficient of n + to N + , D the diffusion coefficient, e the elementary charge, and ɛ 0 the permittivity of vacuum. In reality, space charge migration is a 3D physical process which can be described in a 2D model with the effect of electric field of thundercloud; therefore, according to the convention of convection/diffusion equation in COMSOL Multiphysics, (3)- (5) can be normalised and solved in the form of discrete numerical difference. They are transformed as follows. The parameter choices [10] 
To simulate the development of positive glow corona, 2D geometric model of axial symmetry (as shown in Fig. 1 ) is established in this paper. The simulation area is divided into two parts for mesh generation. The ion migration mainly happens near the ground wire, so area A -the area which is near the ground wire -is divided carefully while area B is divided roughly to save the calculation time and resources. The maximum unit size is 0.05 m and minimum unit size is 10 −5 m in area A.
Boundary conditions and simulation parameter setting
Since electrostatic module and convection/diffusion module in COMOSOL Multiphysics are involved in this model, the boundary conditions of these two modules are needed to set.
In the electrostatic module, since the whole simulation area is in the time-varying E 0 , the potential exerted on the upper boundary is V 0 = E 0 ·H. H is the terrain clearance of the upper boundary. The left margin is set as the axis of symmetry while the right margin insulation and other margins (lower boundary and surface of ground wire included) the ground connection. In the convection/diffusion module, the upper boundary is set as convection boundary while other boundaries (except the surface of ground wire) the zero-flux. When E 0 reaches to E i , the glow corona begins to bloom and concentration needs to be added on the surface of ground wire and the concentration of n + needs to be set as a constant concentration when E 0 = E i ,. Besides, when the bloom begins, the initial concentration of n + is set as 0 and that of Na as 10 11 /m 3 .
The other simulation parameters are set as: E 0 = 40 kV/m, simulation duration τ = 20 s, terrain clearance h = 15 m, and radius of ground wire r 0 = 0.01 m.
Simulation results and analysis
Change law of corona current
According to the 2D model established in this paper, discharge from the positive glow corona is simulated. The changing curve of corona current per unit length as a function of time is shown in Fig. 2 and the calculating formula of corona current per unit length is I(t) = 2πr 0 en(r 0 , t)μE i (10) where n(r 0 ,t) is the density of positive ions on the surface of ground wire in the simulation. According to (1) and (2) as well as parameters such as the radius and height of ground wire along with (8) , E i = 4.05 × 10 3 kV/m when E 0 = 21.6 kV/m and t = 10.8 s; therefore, the curve in Fig. 1 starts at 10 .8 s. It can be seen from the figure that the corona current goes up evenly as time going; when the time is at 20 s, E 0 will stop increasing and corona current per unit length reaches to the peak -I = 3.41 μA/m. Also, inflection point appears at t = 20 s, afterwards, the corona current drops rapidly, which results from the set of E 0 in (1): E 0 stops increasing and remains unchanged when t > 20 s.
Law of positive ion density development
In Fig. 3 , the spatial distribution of contour lines of positive ion density at t = 14 s (Fig. 3a) , t = 16 s (Fig. 3b) , t = 18 s (Fig. 3c) , and t = 20 s (Fig. 3d) is presented. With the effect of background electric field of thundercloud, most of the free ions migrate upward along the thundercloud field to the thundercloud. Similarly, ions migrate downward covers a short distance. As a result, the distribution of ions on any cross-section is an elongated oval Fig. 3 also reveals that at the early stage of corona, ions near the ground wire are in a round symmetric distribution -flux of ions migrate vertically upward and downward along the y-axis is the same. Ions in upper and lower areas distribute uniformly because more charges from the surface of ground wire and more space charges from corona are produced near the ground wire to offset some effect of the background electric field of thundercloud. However, with the further development of corona, ions will be far away from the surface of ground wire, the surface charges and space charges cannot offset the effect of background electric field of thundercloud, when the background electric field of thundercloud dominates, so ions move vertically upward along the field, which is in the shape of an elongated oval shown in Fig. 3. 
Law of positive ion migration
For a further explanation of law of positive ion migration, lines of forces of the electric field near the ground wire at t = 20 s are drawn in Fig. 4 to reflect the motion trail of ions. The figure presents that once ions are produced at the bottom of ground wire, they moves downward obliquely in the shape similar to a radiating circle and changes their direction to upward obliquely when they are far away from the ground wire and the electric field of thundercloud offsets the charge near the ground wire and the space charges from corona; ions move upward vertically ultimately with the effect of electric field of thundercloud.
Distributions of the ion density along the y-axis at different times are displayed in Fig. 5 which shows that in the area near ground wire, the ion density above the ground wire and the density below the wire are quite close and the shape is similar to that in Fig. 3 -a symmetric circle. Ion density decreases with ions moving to the thundercloud.
For a further analysis on influence of E 0 on the direction of ion migration, total quantity of charges Q t near the ground wire are calculated and so are the quantity of charges per unit length above and below the ground wire -Q u and Q d. Results are shown in Table 1 which reveal that Q d <Q u and the ratio of Q d / Q t becomes smaller with time going, especially when t = 20 s, the ratio is only 4.31%, indicating that most of the ions migrate to the area up the ground wire ultimately and moves to the thundercloud with the effect of background electric field of thundercloud.
Conclusion
In this paper, an accurate 2D model of positive glow corona is established and its development near the long ground wire and characteristics are simulated. Conclusions are as follows:
i. Collision of positive ions with other ions is fully considered in the 2D model which can precisely reflect the whole process of positive glow corona discharging. ii. Positive glow corona starting from long ground wire is simulated and the changing law of corona current as a function of time, distribution law of the positive ion density at different times, and the law of positive ion migration are worked out in the simulation. iii. At the early stage of corona, ions near the ground wire distribute in the shape of a symmetric circle and the flux of ions upward vertically and that downward vertically along the y-axis are almost the same. While ions are far away from the ground wire, ions in the area below the ground wire will move upward obliquely because of the effect of background electric field of thundercloud and eventually move upward vertically with the effect of electric field of thundercloud. iv. Charges above and below the ground wire will increase and decrease with time going. When t = 20 s, the ratio of Q d /Q t is only 4.31%, meaning that most of the ions finally migrate to the area above the ground wire and moves to the thundercloud because of the effect of background electric field of thundercloud. v. The study in this paper, as the fundamental study on the application of positive glow corona in lightning protection of AC/DC transmission lines, provides a reference and impetus for the application.
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